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New integrable nonlinear integrodifferential equations and related solvable 
finite-dimensional dynamical systems 

Y. Matsuno 
Department 01 Physics, Faculty of Liberal Arts, Yamaguchi University, Yamaguchi, 753, Japan 

(Received 19 May 1987; accepted for publication 2 September 1987) 

A new integrable nonlinear integrodifferential equation (NIDE) is proposed. This equation 
may be interpreted as a model equation for deep-water waves. The N-periodic and N-soliton 
solutions for the equation are constructed by means of the bilinear transformation method. 
These solutions have the same structure as that for the Benjamin-Ono equation which 
describes internal waves in stratified fluids of great depth. Furthermore, it is shown that the 
motion ofthe positions of the poles of solutions is related to certain solvable finite-dimensional 
dynamical systems described by first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The 
discussion is also made on a more general NIDE that may be interpreted as a model equation 
describing nonlinear waves in fluids of finite depth. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, much attention has been paid to integrable 
nonlinear integroditferential equations (NIDE's) of both 
physical and mathematical interests such as the Benjamin
Ono (BO) equation,I-5 the intermediate long wave (ILW) 
equation,6.s the sine-Hilbert equation,9-11 and some other 
related NIDE's.9.12.13 In this paper, we shall propose a new 
NIDE that exhibits exact N·periodic wave and N-soliton so
lutions. The equation that we consider here reads 

u, - Hu,x - uu, + U X L"" u, dx + Ux = 0, u = u(x,t), 

( 1.1a) 

with 

Hu(x,t) =~pf"" u(y,t) dy, 
1T -"" y-x 

(1.1b) 

where the operator H is the Hilbert transform [the symbol P 
in (1.1 b) stands for the Cauchy principal value] and the 
abbreviationsu, =aulat,ux = aulax, and u,x =a 2ulatax 
have been used. Equation (1.1) includes both the definite 
and indefinite integrals and in this respect Eq. (1.1) is quite 
different from the known NIDE's mentioned above. We 
note that Eq. (1.1) is reduced to the following model equa
tion for shallow water waves introduced by Hirota and Sat
sumal4: 

u, - u,xx - uu, + UX L"" u, dx + Ux = 0, (1.2) 

provided that the H operator is replaced formally by an x 
derivative. Mathematically, this formal derivation is entirely 
analogous to that of the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation 
from the BO equation. Physically, a new NIDE (1.1) may 
be interpreted as a model equation that describes nonlinear 
waves in fluids of great depth. 

In Sec. II, we analyze Eq. (1.1) by means of the well
known bilinear transformation method l5.16 and construct 
the N-periodic wave and N-soliton solutions. The latter solu
tions stem quite naturally from the long-wave limit of the 
former solutions. The initial value problem for a linearized 
version of Eq. (1.1) is also solved exactly in the last part of 

this section. In Sec. III, it is shown that the motion of the 
poles of solutions presented in Sec. II is closely related to 
certain solvable finite-dimensional dynamical systems de
scribed by first-order ordinary differential equations. It then 
follows from the integrability of Eq. (1.1) that solutions for 
the dynamical systems are determined by solving algebraiC 
equations of order N. This remarkable fact implies an aspect 
of the integrability of the dynamical systems related to Eq. 
(1.1). In Sec. IV, we generalize Eq. (1.1) to a more general 
NIDE that is reduced to Eq. (1.1) and Eq. (1.2) in the deep
water and shallow-water limits, respectively. This equation 
may describe relevantly nonlinear waves in fluids of finite 
depth. The N-soliton and some rational solutions for the gen
eralized NIDE are presented and subsequently we show that 
the NIDE is related to a solvable finite-dimensional dynami
cal system. In addition, the two limiting procedures, namely 
the deep-water and shallow-water limits, are taken for both 
solutions and a dynamical system obtained here. The results 
are consistent with corresponding solutions and a related 
dynamical system for Eq. (1.1), in the deep-water limit and 
those for Eq. (1.2), in the shallow-water limit, respectively. 

Section V is devoted to the conclusion. 

II. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

A. N-periodlc wave solution 

First, we focus our attention on a real and finite period
ic-wave solution of Eq. (1.1) and seek it in the form 

u = i ~ In (/+), 1 ± =1 ± (x,t), (2.1) 
ax 1-

where 1+ (/-) is a complex analytic function with zeros 
lying only in the lower (upper) half complex x plane. The 
dependent variable transformation (2.1) is the same as that 
used for the B01

•
2 and the IL W6.7 equations. It then follows 

by using the property of the H operator that 

a 
Hu = - ax In(/+I_). (2.2) 

Now, substituting (2.1) and (2.2) into Eq. (1.1) and inte
grating once with respect to x, Eq. (1.1) is transformed into 
the following bilinear equation for 1+ and 1-: 
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(2.3) 

where the integration constant has been taken to be zero and 
the bilinear operators D, and D x are defined by the relation 

D~D':I+'f_ 

(a a )"( a a )m 
= at - &- ax - ax' 

X/+ (x,t) f_(x',t ') I;::; (n,m = 0,1, ... ). (2.4) 

Applying the standard procedure in the bilinear trans
formation methodls,I6 to Eq. (2.3), we have found the fol
lowing N-periodic wave solution of Eq. (1.1): 

u= - f kj+i~ln(f+), (2.5a) 
j=1 ax I-

f- = L exp[.f J.l/iSj + (h) + }!. J.ljJ.l/Aj/] , (2.5b) 
1'=0,1 J= I J<'/ 

1+ =f*- (*: complex conjugate), (2.5c) 

Sj =kj(x-ajt-xoj ) +sjD> (j= 1,2, ... ,N), (2.5d) 

aj = (l-kj coth<,6j)-I, <,6/kj >O (j= 1,2, ... ,N), 
(2.5e) 

(2.5f) 

Here, 1:1' = 0,1 denotes the summation over all possible com
binations ofJ.l1 = 0,1,J.l2 = O,l, ... ,J.lN = 0,1, 1:J~] means the 
summation under the conditionj < I and kJ, <,6j' XOj , and S JO) 
(j = 1,2, ... ,N) are real constants. 

For N = I, the solution (2.5) is written explicitly in the 
form 

(2.6) 

which represents a real and finite one-periodic wave solution 
of Eq. (1.1). Except for the phase velocity a I' the functional 
form of (2.6) coincides with the periodic solution of the BO 
equation presented by Benjaminl7 and Ono. 18 Note that in 
the BO case, a l = kl coth <,61' 

B. N-sollton solution 

The N-soliton solution is easily constructed by taking 
the long-wave limit of the N-periodic wave solution (2.5). 
To show this, we set in (2.5d), 

S 5°) = 1T (j = 1,2, ... ,N), (2.7) 

and take the long-wave limit k j -+0 (j = 1,2, ... ,N) with the 
phase velocities aJ (j = 1,2, ... ,N) keeping finite values. It 
then turns out that 

A
J
./ = 2(aj +a/)aja/ k.k/ +O(e). (2.8) 

(a
j 

_ a
t

)2 J J 

Introducing the expansion (2.8) into (2.5b), one finds, in 
the long-wave limit, the explicit expression of the N-soliton 
solution of Eq. (1.1) as follows: 

u = i ! In(j*), (2.9a) 
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f=detM. (2.9b) 

Here, M is an N XN matrix whose elements are given by 

{
i(X - ajt - XOj ) + a/(aj - 1), forj = k, 

Mjk = [2 ] 1/2/ fi' (2.9c) (aj +ak)ajak (aj -ak ), orJ=l-k, 

and the phase velocities are restricted by the conditions 
aj > 1 and aj =l-ak forj=l-k (j, k = 1,2, ... ,N). It is interesting 
to note that the N-soliton solution of the BO equation 

u, + 2uux + Huxx = 0, 

is expressed in the forml,I6 

u = i ! In( j*) , 
i= detif, 

with an N XN matrix if given by 

_ {i(X - ai - feOj ) + Vaj' 

~k = 2/(iij - Ok)' forj=l-k, 

forj= k, 

(2.10) 

(2.lla) 

(2.11b) 

(2.l1c) 

where iij (j = 1,2, ... ,N) are positive constants such that 
aj =l-iik for fl=k and feOj (j = 1,2, ... ,N) are arbitrary phase 
constants. Therefore we see that the N-soliton solution of 
Eq. (1.1) has the same structure as that of the BO equation. 

The one-soliton solution is readily derived from (2.9) 
with N = 1. It takes a Lorentzian profile as 

2b l u=----...!...---
(x-a l t-xOl)2+bi 

The amplitude and the velocity of the soliton (2.12) are giv
en, respectively, by 2(a 1 - 1 )/a l and a 1• Hence one can ob
serve that the amplitude approaches a constant value 2 in
definitely when the velocity becomes large while it 
approaches zero in the limit of al -+ 1. Asymptotic behavior 
of the N-soliton solution (2.9) for large time is easily ob
tained following the same argument as that for the BO 
case. 1,16 The result is expressed simply as a superposition of 
N independent algebraic solitons as follows: 

~ 2bj 
u - ~ 
t~±"'j=1 (x-aj t-xoj )2+bJ 

[bj = a/ (aj - 1), aj > 1] . (2.13 ) 

This asymptotic expression shows that no phase shift ap
pears as the result of collisions of solitons in contrast to colli
sions that take place between the KdV solitons. Thus we 
have presented the second example of the one space-dimen
sional algebraic N-soliton solution that is real and finite over 
all x and t. The first example is, of course, that of the BO 
equation. 1 

C. Solution for a linearized equation 

Here, we consider the initial value problem for a linear
ized version of Eq. (1.1), namely 

(2.14 ) 

with the boundary condition u(x,t) -+0 as JxJ-+ 00. Ifu(x,t) 
is represented in the form of the Fourier transform 

u(x,t) = f"", v(k)exp[i(kx - (i)t) ]dk, (2.15 ) 
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we obtain the dispersion relation 

(() = k/(1 + Ik 1>, 
with the aid of the formula 

-p -dX=I-. 1 foo e
ikx 

• k 
11' - 00 x Ik I 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

It is interesting to note that for small k, (2.16) behaves like 

(() = k - k Ik 1+ O(k 3
). (2.18) 

Ifwe retain only up to the second term in the expansion, the 
expression (2.18) coincides perfectly with the dispersion re
lation of the following linearized BO equation 

U t +ux +Huxx =0. (2.19) 

This fact may suggest the suitability for interpreting Eq. 
(1.1) as a model equation which describes nonlinear wave 
propagations in fluids of great depth. In comparison with the 
dispersion relation of Eq. (2.19), Eq. (2.16) is well behaved 
for a wide range of the values of k, in particular for large k 
and hence Eq. ( 1.1 ) may be more relevant than the BO equa
tion itself as a model equation for deep-water waves. 

Now, the unknown function v(k) appeared in (2.15) is 
determined from the initial value u(x,O) as 

v(k) = - u (x,O)e -,kx dx. 1 foo . 
211' - 00 

(2.20) 

Substituting (2.16) and (2.20) into (2.15), we obtain a gen
eral solution ofEq. (2.14) as follows: 

u(x,t) =- u(y,O) 1 foo foo 
211' - 00 - 00 

Xexp{i[k(x - y) - (1 + Ik I )-Ikt ]}dk dy. 
(2.21 ) 

To investigate asymptotic behaviors of (2.21) for large 
time is an interesting problem. But we shall not be concerned 
with this problem here and the details will be reported else
where. 

III. DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS RELATED TO Ea. (1.1) 

In this section, we consider the dynamical systems relat
ed to Eq. (1.1). The relationships between integrable nonlin
ear evolution equations and solvable finite-dimensional dy
namical systems have been studied extensively by many 
authors. 19-23 The basic idea due to Kruskal19 is to investigate 
the time evolution of the positions of the poles of solutions of 
nonlinear evolution equations. In the following, we show 
that Eq. (1.1) is related to certain solvable finite-dimension
al dynamical systems. The periodic and nonperiodic dynam
ical systems are treated separately. 

A. Periodic dynamical system 

We first consider the periodic dynamical system. As 
easily seen from (2.5a)-(2.5c), it is possible to express the 
periodic wave solution (2.5) with kj = k (j = 1,2, ... ,N) in 
the form 

(3.1a) 

(3.1b) 
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(3.1c) 

where Xj (j = 1,2, ... ,N) are complex functions of t whose 
imaginary parts are all positive, i.e., 1m Xj > 0 andxj #Xk for 
j#k (j,k = 1,2, ... ,N). The functions Xj represent positions 
of the complex poles of the periodic-wave solution (2.5) 
with kj = k (j = 1,2, ... ,N). In order to find the time evolu
tionofxj , we substitute (3.1) intoEq. (2.3), use the trigono
metric identity 

cot A cot B = - 1 - (cotA - cot B)cot(A - B), (3.2) 

and then equate the coefficient of cot [k(x - Xj )/2] zero. 
The resultant equations for Xj are written in the form 

. . k N • • [ k(xj - Xl) ] 
Xj = 1-1- L (Xj +XI)cot 

2 1=1 2 
(/ ""}) 

k N [k(X.-Xr)] + i - L (Xj + xncot -...::.'---
2 1=1 2 

(j = 1,2, ... ,N), (3.3) 

where the dot appended to Xj and XI means the time differen
tiation. One can also obtain from the coefficient of 
cot [ k (x - xj) /2] the complex conjugate expressions of 
Eqs. (3.3). For N = 1, Eq. (3.3) reads 

(3.4) 

and this equation is readily integrated to yield the solution 

XI = (1 - k coth ¢1) -It + XOI + i¢l/k. (3.5) 

Substituting (3.5) into (3.1), we recover the one-periodic 
wave solution (2.6). For general N, on the other hand, Eqs. 
(3.3) and their complex conjugate expressions constitute the 
system of 2N algebraic equations for x} and xj 
(j = 1,2, ... ,N) and hence it is possible by using Cramer's 
formula to express these variables in terms of Xn and x: 
(n = 1,2, ... ,N) in the form 

Xj = Fj (j = 1,2, ... ,N), (3.6) 

together with their complex conjugate expressions, where 
the Fj are uniquely determined functions of Xn and x: 
(n = 1,2, ... ,N). The explicit functional forms of Fj will not 
be written here. The system of equations (3.6) consists of 
quite complicated first-order nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations and hence it could not be solved analytically in 
general. Nevertheless, in the present situation, one can ob
tain explicit periodic-wave solutions ofEqs. (3.6). In order 
to clarify this statement, we compare the expressions 
(2.5a)-(2.5c) with kj = k (j = 1,2, ... ,N) and the expres
sions (3.1a)-(3.1c). It then follows from (2.5b) with 
kj = k that 

f- = coeikNX + cleik(N- I)x + ... + 1 

= co[~ + (CI/cO)~-1 + ... + CO-I] (z = eikx
), 

(3.7) 
where cj (j = 1,2, ... ,N) are known functions expressible in 
terms of t and various constant parameters. Consequently, 
the exp(ikx}) are determined by solving the algebraic equa
tion of order N, f- = 0, with f- being given by (3.7). In 
other words, this result reveals an aspect of the complete 
integrability of the system of equations (3.6). 
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B. Nonperiodlc dynamical system 

Next, we investigate the nonperiodic dynamical system. 
The time evolutions for Xj (j = 1,2, ... ,N) are derived quite 
naturally by taking the long-wave limit, k-+O in Eqs. (3.3). 
The equations corresponding to Eqs. (3.3) are written in the 
form 

(j = 1,2, ... ,N). (3.8) 

The solutions for this system of equations are readily found 
by solving the algebraic equation of order N, f = 0, wheref 
is given by (2.9b) with (2.9c). Finally, it should be re
marked that the dynamical system related to the BO equa
tion (2.10) is completely integrable and it is expressed in the 
form3.4 

. 2' ~ I 2' ~ I Xj = - I £.. ---+ I £.. 
1=1 Xj -XI 1=1 Xj -xr 
(I #j) 

(j = 1,2, ... ,N). (3.9) 

IV. GENERALIZATION TO MORE GENERAL NIDE 

In this section, we generalize Eq. (1.1) to a more general 
NIDE that is reduced to Eq. (1.1) in the deep-water limit 
and to Eq. (1.2) in the shallow-water limit, respectively, and 
construct the N-soliton solution together with some rational 
solutions for the NIDE. We also investigate the motion of 
the poles of the N-soliton solution to show that the general
ized NIDE is related to certain solvable finite-dimensional 
dynamical systems. Since the discussion is almost the same 
as that for Eq. (1.1), we shall not enter into detail but pres
ent only the main results. 

A generalized version of Eq. (1.1) which we propose 
here reads 

ut - Tu tx - uUt + Ux Loo Ut dx + Ux = 0, U = u(x,t), 

( 4.la) 

with the operator T defined by 

with 

On = X - ant - XOn (n = 1,2, ... ,N), 

Tu(x,t) =_I_pJoo {coth [1T(y-X)] 
20 -00 26 

- sgn( y - x) }U( y,t)dy, (4.lb) 

where 6 is a positive parameter that may be interpreted as a 
depth of fluids. The T operator has been first introduced by 
Joseph24

-
26 in the context of his NIDE which describes non

linear waves in stratified fluids of finite depth. Presently, his 
equation is known as the IL W equation.6-8 In the deep-water 
limit 6 -+ 00 the T operator is reduced to the H operator de
fined by (Lib) while in the shallow-water limit 6-+0 it takes 
the form 

Tu = 6ux /3 + 63uxxx /45 + 0(65
). (4.2) 

Therefore Eq. (4.1) is an intermediate version between Eq. 
(1.1) and Eq. (1.2). 

A. N-soliton solution 

First, introduce the following dependent variable trans
formation: 

u = i~ln(f+), 
ax f-

with 

f+(x,t) =f(x-i6,t), 

f_(x,t) =f(x+i6,t), 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

(4.3c) 

where the complex functionf(z,t) is such thatf(z - i6,t) 
has no zero in the region O<Im z<20. Then, it is straightfor
ward by using the Cauchy residue theorem to show that 

a2 

Tux = - ax2In(f+f-) + 6- l u. (4.4) 

Substituting (4.3a) and (4.4) into Eq. (4.1) and integrating 
once with respect to x, we obtain the bilinear form of Eq. 
( 4.1) as follows: 

[i(1 - 6- I )Dt + Dt Dx + iDx ]f+' f- = O. (4.5) 

In comparison with Eq. (2.3), Eq. (4.5) differs only from a 
numerical factor in front of the operator Dt and therefore it 
may share many of the integrability properties of Eq. (2.3). 

The procedure for constructing the N-soliton solution of 
Eq. (4.5) is a routine work in the context of the bilinear 
formalism. 15,16 The result is written compactly as follows: 

(4.6a) 

an = (1-6- 1 +6- I Yn cotYn)-I, O<Yn <1T (n = 1,2, ... ,N), 

62(1- 6- I )(aj - am )2 + ajam (ajYj - amYm )(Yj - Ym) 
expBjm= 2 -I 2 ' 

(4.6b) 

(4.6c) 

( 4.6d) 
6 (1- 6 )(aj - am) + ajam (ajYj + amYm )(Yj + Ym) 

where Yn and XOn (n = 1,2, ... ,N) are constants. The explicit 
one-soliton solution follows from (4.3a) and (4.6) with 
N=las 
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(4.7) 
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which has the same functional form as that of the one-soliton 
solution of the IL W equation.6-8·24 The interaction between 
solitons is easily investigated by using the explici~ formula 
(4.6) for the N-soliton solution. The asymptotic form of the 
N-soliton solution is simply expressed as a superposition of 
Nindependent one-soliton solutions (4.7). In this case, how
ever, the phase shift appears as the result of collisions 
between solitons. Since the explicit formula for the phase 
shift is easily derived following a procedure similar to that 
for the IL W equation,6 the result will not be presented here. 

We can also obtain more general periodic solutions of 
Eq. (4.1) which are expressed in terms of Riemann's theta 
function on the basis of the bilinear equation (4.5). The pro
cedure for constructing solutions is almost the same as that 
for the IL W equation. 16.27 Details will not be discussed here. 

Now, we consider the deep- and shallow-water limits, 
respectively, of the bilinear equation (4.5) and theN-soliton 
solution (4.6). 

1. Deep-water limIt: 6- 00 

In this limit, Eq. (4.5) is reduced to Eq. (2.3) as expect
ed. For the purpose of a limiting procedure for the N-soliton 
solution ( 4.6), it is appropriate to introduce the positive con
stants bn through the relations 

rn 17'(1- bn /8) (n = 1,2, ... ,N). (4.8) 

Then, it follows in the deep-water limit 8 -+ 00 that 

cot rn = - 8!1Tbn + 1Tbn /38 + 0(8- 3
), 

an = bn/(bn - 1) (bn > 1), 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

Substituting (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.3) and (4.6), one finds 
that the N-soliton solution coincides perfectly with that of 
Eq. (1.1), namely the expression (2.9). The one-soliton so
lution (4.7) is of course reduced to (2.12), the one-soliton 
solution of Eq. (1.1). 

2. Shallow-water limIt: 6-0 

In this limit, it is appropriate to introduce the variables / 
and x by 

t = (8/3) 112/, ( 4. lOa) 

(4.10b) 

Then, it is easy to show by using the properties of the bilinear 
operator, 16 

that 

exp[ - i8 Dx] lex) '1(x) =/(x - i8)/(x + i8), 
(4.lla) 

Dt D;m /-J= 0 (m = 0,1,2, ... ), (4.llb) 

D, /+./_ =D, exp( -i8D,,)/'/ 

= -3iDtD*/'/+~i8DiD~/'/+0(82), 
( 4.12) 

Dx D, /+ -J- = 38- 1 Di D*/-J- ;'Di D~/'/+ 0(8), 
(4.13 ) 
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(4.14) 

We then have, by substituting (4.10) and ( 4.12)-(4.14) into 
Eq. (4.5), the following bilinear equation for/: 

Dj;(Di -DiDi +Dj;)/-J=O. (4.15) 

The dependent variable transformation for u follows from 
(4.3) and (4.10) with the aid of the expressions for small 8, 

/+ =/ - i8fx + 0(82), (4.16a) 

/_ =/ + i8fx + 0(82), (4.16b) 

as 

(4.17) 

Equation (4.15) with ( 4.17) is nothing butthe bilinear form 
of Eq. (1.2) with the variables / and x instead of t and x, 
respectively. 14 

In order to derive the explicit functional form for /, we 
introduce the positive constants Pn by the relations 

rn = (38)1/2Pn (n = 1,2, ... ,N). (4.18) 

It then turns out that 

and 

cos rn = [(38)1/2Pn] -I - (38)1/2Pn/3 + 0(83
/
2), 

(4.19a) 

an = l!(1-p~), (4.19b) 

B. =aB. = (Pi -Pm)2( -3+if-PiPm +p~) 
Jm Jm ( ) 2( 3 2 2 ' Pj +Pm - +Pj +PjPm +Pm) 

(4.19c) 

/ = L exp[ i. ILn Pn (x - an/ - XOn) + ~ ILiILmBjm] , 
1'=0,' n=' j<m 

[Xon = (3/8)1/2xon ]. (4. 19d) 

The expression (4.19d) coincides perfectly with that given 
by Hirota and Satsuma. 14 

B. Rational solutions 

Rational solutions of certain nonlinear evolution equa
tions may be constructed by taking an appropriate limit on 
soliton solutions.28

,29 Owing to the freedom to choose an 
arbitrary constant, xOn in the present case, it is possible to 
reduce soliton solutions to corresponding rational ones. In 
this subsection, we shall briefly discuss some rational solu
tions that are reduced from the one-soliton solution of Eq. 
(4.1), namely the expression (4.6) with N = 1. The rational 
solutions reduced from the general N-soliton solution will be 
presented elsewhere. 

Now, it follows from (4.6) with N= 1 that the one
soliton solution ofEq. (4.1) is written in terms of the bilinear 
variables as 

(4.20a) 

with 

a l = (1- 8- 1 + 8- lrl cot r.), O<rl <17'. (4.20b) 

The deduction of the rational solution from the one-soliton 
solution (4.20) is possible if we choose the phase constant 
xOlas 
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X OI = -1Tl)r- 1 - ia, lal >1), (4.21) 

with a being a real constant, and then take a limit rl ..... O. It 
should be noted that the condition lal >6 is necessary be
cause of the assumption in deriving (4.4). Indeed, a I be
comes in this limit 

al = 1 + (31)-1~ + O(r!> , 

and hence f has an expansion for small rl' 

f= -I)-Irl(x-t+ia) +O(~). 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

Substituting (4.23) into (4.3) and taking a limit rl ..... O, we 
have a rational solution of Eq. (1.1) as follows: 

U= -2M[(x-t+ia)2+1)2]. (4.24) 

The solution (4.24) is regular but complex for real t and x. 
We now consider the two limiting cases of I) ..... 00 and I) = O. 

1. Deep-water limit: 6- 00 

In this limit, it is convenient to start from the expression 
( 4.20). Various limiting procedures are possible, which we 
shall treat separately below. 

(a) rl = 1T( 1 - bl/I) , bl > 1. 
In this case, it follows that 

al = bl/(bl - 1), (4.25a) 

f- = 1 + exp[I)-lrl(x - alt + il) -XOI )] 

= -1)-11T(x-alt-xol-ibl) +0(1)-2), (4.25b) 

f+ =f*-, (4.25c) 

so that 

U =i~ln(f+) ax f-

= 2bl (bl = _a_1 -) , 

(x-alt-xol )2+b; al-l 
( 4.25d) 

which is nothing but the rational one-soliton solution ofEq. 
(1.1) already given by (2.12). 

(b) rl = 1T(1 - c l/I)/2 (ci > 0), XOI = 1Til)rl- I. 

In this case, one finds that 

a l = 1 + 0(1)-1), 

f- = 1T(X - t - ic l )/2l) + 0(6-2), 

f+ = 2 + 0(1)-1), 

( 4.26a) 

(4.26b) 

(4.26c) 

so that 

U= -i/(x-t-icl ) , (4.26d) 

which is a single pole solution of Eq. (1.1). 
(c) rl =,8(1- cl/I) , ,8 =/=1T/2,1T, XOI = 1Til)rl- l . 
In this case, following the same procedure as case (b), 

we find a single pole solution (4.26d). 

2. Shallow-water limit: 6-0 

In this limit, we also take a ..... O. Then, introduction of 
the new variables 1 and i defined by (4.lOa) and (4.1 Ob ) , 
respectively, into (4.24) yields 

U = - 6/(i - 1)2, (4.27) 

which is a rational solution ofEq. (1.2) with the variables 1 
and i instead of t and x, respectively. This fact can also easily 
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be confirmed by direct substitution of ( 4.27) into Eq. (1.2). 

C. Solution for a linearized equation 

An appropriate linearized version of Eq. (4.1) may be 
written as 

(4.28) 

The solution of the initial value problem for Eq. (4.28) with 
the boundary condition U ..... O as Ixl ..... 00 can easily be con
structed by employing the Fourier transform. The result is 
expressed in the form 

1 Joo f'" u(x,t) = - u( y,O) 
21T - '" - 00 

X exp{i[k(x - y) - w(k)t ]}dk dy. (4.29a) 

Here, w(k) is a dispersion relation for Eq. (4.28) given by 

w(k) = k /[ 1 - 6- 1 + k coth(k6)]. (4.29b) 

In the deep-water limit I) ..... 00, (4.29) is reduced to 

w(k) = k/O + Ik I), (4.30) 

which is in accordance with (2.16), the dispersion relation 
for Eq. (2.14). In the shallow-water limit 6 ..... 0, on the other 
hand, it becomes 

w(k) = 1/0 + k2), (4.31a) 

with the new variables w and k defined by 

w = (M3) 1/2W, 

k = (M3) 1/2k. 

(4.31b) 

(4.31c) 

The expression (4.31) is just the dispersion relation for the 
linearized version in Eq. (1.2) with the variables 1 and i 
instead of t and x, namely, 

Ur - Urn: + Uj; = o. (4.32) 

The problem for investigating asymptotic behaviors of 
( 4.29) for large time will be left for future work. 

D. Dynamical systems related to Eq. (4.1) 

In this subsection, we derive the dynamical systems re
lated to Eq. (4.1). The discussion almost parallels that for 
Eq. (1.1) or that for the IL W equation.29

,30 In so doing, we 
assume the bilinear variable f defined in (4.3) in the form 

M 

f= II (x -Xj)' IImxjl >6, (4.33) 
}=I 

where the Xi are complex functions of t and M is a positive 
integer. The conditions 11m Xj I> 6 (j = 1,2, ... ,M) are re
quired because of the assumption for the analytical property 
off[see (4.3) and (4.4)]. Substituting (4.33) into (4.5) and 
using partial fraction decomposition, we obtain the equation 

f ( 1 - 1 )(X' - 1) + 26 
j = I X - Xi + i6 x - Xj - i6 J 

M M [1 1 
Xj~II~1 x-xj +i6 (xj -xl )(Xj -XI-2il) 

(/#j) 

1 1 ] 
x - Xi - i6 (Xj - Xl) (Xj - Xl + 2il) 

X (Xj + Xl) = O. (4.34) 
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Then we have, by taking the coefficients of (x - x) + j{j)-I 
and (x - Xj - j{j) -I zero, respectively, the following sys
tem of equations for Xj: 

M Xj +XI 
Xj = 1 - 2t5 2: ' (4.3Sa) 

1= 1 (x) - XI) (xj - XI - 2j{j) 
(/#j) 

M Xj +XI 
Xj = 1 - 2t5 2: 

1=1 (Xj -xl)(xj -XI +2i{j) 
(/ #j) 

(j= 1,2, ... ,M). (4.3Sb) 

Adding (4.Sa) and (4.Sb) yields 

This system of equations is a dynamical system without any 
constraint. If we take M = 2N and x N + j = xf 
(j = 1,2, ... ,N), Eqs. (4.39a) become 

(j = 1,2, ... ,N), 

(4.40) 

and Eqs. (4.39b) become the complex conjugate expressions 
of (4.40). Furthermore, in the limit {j-+~, we have from 
(4.3) and (4.37) 

u = i ~ In(i_* ) 
ax f' 

(4.41a) 

• M Xj +XI 
xj =I-4{) 2: 2 2' 

1=1 (Xj -XI) +4{) 
(4.36a) with 

(/ #j) 

while subtracting (4.3 Sa) from (4.3 Sb) yields 

f /j + XI 2 2} = O. (4.36b) 
1= 1 (Xj - XI) (Xj - XI) + 4{) 
(/ #j) 

Equation (4.36a) is a finite-dimensional dynamical system 
with a constraint (4.36b) and it is closely related to the mo
tion of the positions of the poles of solutions of Eq. (4.1). 
The detailed analysis of Eq. (4.36) will not be done here. 
Instead, we consider two limiting cases of {j-+ ~ and {j-+O. 

1. Deep-water limIt: {j- 00 

In this limit, it is appropriate to introduce the new vari
ables xJ (j = 1,2, ... ,M) by the relations29

•
3o 

xj=x)-i{j, Imxj>{j (j=1,2, ... ,N), (4.37a) 

Xj =xj + i{j, Imxj < - {j (j=N + I,N + 2, ... ,M). 
(4.37b) 

Hence Xj' for j = 1,2, ... ,N, lie in the upper half plane 
(1m Xj > 0) and Xj forj = N + I,N + 2, ... ,M lie in the lower 
half plane (lmxj <0). Substituting (4.37) into Eq. (4.34), 
we find, in the limit {j -+ ~, 

N [ N '" + '" ~ 1 '" . ~ Xj XI 
£.. --_- Xj - 1 + 1 £.. -_--_-

j=1 X-Xj 1=1 Xj -XI 
(/#j) 

- i 2: ~j +~I - 2: _1 __ -M ... "'] M 

I=N+I Xj -XI j=N+I X-Xj 

[ 

'" . N x) + XI . M Xj + XI] X x.-l+1 ~ ---I ~ -- =0, 
J £.. - - £.. - -1=1 Xj -XI I=N+I Xj -XI 

(/#j) 

(4.38) 
whereupon we readily obtain by taking the coefficient of 
(X-Xj)-I for j= 1,2, ... ,N and that for j=N+ 1, 
N + 2, ... ,M zero, respectively, 

(j = 1,2, ... ,N), (4.39a) 

(j = N + I,N + 2, ... ,M). (4.39b) 
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N 

i= 2: (x-xj ), Imxj>O (j= 1,2, ... ,N). 
j= 1 

(4.41b) 

The system of equations (4.40) is identical to Eqs. (3.8) 
with the variables Xj in place of Xj which have already been 
reduced from the periodic dynamical system related to Eq. 
(Ll). 

2. Shallow-water limIt: {j - 0 

In this limit, it is convenient to introduce the variables t 
and x defined in (4.10) and the new variables Xj = (3/ 
{j)1/2Xj (j = 1,2, ... ,M). We then immediately find from 
(4.36) 

M 

Xj = 1-12 L 

M 

L 1=1 
(/#j) 

1=1 
(/#j) 

Xj +xI 

( 
_ -)3 = 0, 
Xj -XI 

(4.42a) 

(4.42b) 

which is a dynamical system with a constraint. The depen
dent variable u, (4.3) now takes the form 

a2 _ 

u = 6 ax21nf, (4.43a) 

with 
M 

i= 2: (x -Xj)' (4.43b) 
j=1 

The system of equations (4.42) represents a dynamical sys
tem related to Eq. (1.2) and the solutions may be construct
ed from the N-soliton solution (4.19) of Eq. (1.2) by taking 
an appropriate limiting procedure. The solutions Xj thus ob
tained are expected to have a form of algebraic functions ort 
and X. However, solutions u themselves constructed from Xj 
would become singular as seen from a rational solution 
(4.27), for example, which has been reduced from a one
soliton solution of Eq. (4.1). The situation mentioned here 
would be the same as that for rational solutions of the KdV 
equation.20 The detailed analysis of the system of equations 
( 4.42) will be dealt with elsewhere. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed a new integrable NIDE 
that exhibits the N-periodic and N-soliton solutions and 
showed that it is closely related to certain solvable dynami-
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cal systems. The NIDE may be relevant as a model equation 
that describes wave propagations in fluids of great depth. 
Moreover, we have generalized our NIDE to a more general 
one that is an intermediate version between our equation and 
that of Hirota and Satsuma. 14 The generalized equation may 
also describe suitably wave phenomena in fluids of finite 
depth. 

In the context of the soliton theory, it is quite interesting 
to derive the inverse scattering transforms (1ST's), the 
Backlund transformations, and an infinite number of con
servation laws, etc., for these NIDE's. In this respect, the 
bilinear equations (2.3) and (4.5) may offer a proper start
ing point for analyzing these problems since the systematic 
method for constructing 1ST's, etc., on the basis of the bilin
ear equations has already been established considerably 
within the framework of the bilinear formalism. 16 

Finally, it is useful to comment on another type ofinte
grable model equations for shallow water waves proposed by 
Ablowitz et aUl It may read in the form 

u, - u,xx - 2uu, + UX L"" u, dx + Ux = O. (5.1) 

Although only the coefficient of the nonlinear term UU, of 
Eq. (5.1) differs in comparison with Eq. (1.2), Eq. (5.1) is 
never reducible to Eq. (1.2) by means of any scale transfor
mations. If we replace the dispersive term Utxx by HUb:' new 
NIDE's will arise. The method for exact solution developed 
in this paper may be applied to these NIDE's in order to 
obtain various results corresponding to those presented here. 
A number of problems proposed in this paper will be dealt 
with in the near future. 
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